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A Glimmer of Hope in Dark Skies
People of the Gulf Are Happy to Emulate the Kuwaiti
Democratic Experience

4

Kuwaiti elections which took place on the
fifth day of last month have caused a furore
within the ruling families in the Sheikhdoms of
the Gulf which constitute the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC). According to highly placed
sources there is ashock-wave travelling through
the capitals of these states, and the feelings
among the tribal chiefs are a mixture of anger
and anxiety. It is the situation in Kuwait, once
again, which is forcing the static political re
gimes in the Gulf to innitiate a movement, be it
a good or a bad one. What is certain at the
moment is that the polls in Kuwait have pre
sented the region with an alternative to the
Saudi model of "democracy". According to one
Western diplomat, "the Gulf regimes have a
chance to seize on the outcome of the Kuwaiti
experience and innitiate a limited form of po
litical participation".

Traditionally, these regimes have insisted
on the “inconsistency" of the democratic proc
ess with “ourvalues and traditions". They have
always opposed any political openness exploit
ing that premise. In the process, many men had
to pay dearly for their demands for a serious
reform of the political system. That process
cannot go on any longer. The Kuwaitis have
proved themselves capable ofplaying the demo
cratic game fairly and competently. In doing so,
they have invalidated the argument repeatedly
put forward by officials of the Gulf that “our
region is not yet ready for democracy”. On 5th
October 1992, more than 74,000 Kuwaiti citi
zens went to the ballot box to choose their 50
representatives to the National Assembly for
the first lime in six years. That is the number of
those who were eligible to cast their votes
taking into account that women were not al
lowed to participate in the process, together
with those whom the Kuwaiti govemement
calls stateless” or "bedoun" and other citizens
with a second class nationality. Some 8000 men
were not able to take part in the elections either
because they belong to military, police and the
secret service or they were outside the country.
Nonwithstanding these shortcomings, the
election process were fair and passed without
any serious incident. It is true the government
had tried hard to influence the choice of people
f in the weeks proceeding the polls but their
attempts were highly unfrutiful. Some irregu
larities were reported such as vote-buying and
promotion of the so-called “service-candidate"
, i.e., those candidates who were able to offer
some servies to the public due to the facilities

offered to them by the government, but the final
results of the elections have proved the people
of Kuwait to be aware and serious in their
pursuance of democracy. More than half of
those who were elected are on the side of the
opposition, a fact which has infuriated the
government, but little could be done to change
the mind of the people. The government felt
compelled to accept thepopularverdict and act
accordingly. The opposition had demanded
ministers of the new cabinet should be chosen
from among the new deputies, to which the
government acquiesced by giving six minis
tries to six deputies from the various trends.
The veteran politician, Ahmed Al Sa’doun has
been elected president of the new assembly. He
has been an outspoken critic of the government
since the last Majlis (of 1985) was dissolved by
an Amiri decree on 26th July 1986.
The new situation in Kuwait is a compli
cated one and is interesting to monitor. With a
strong parliament dominated by veteran oppo
sition figures such as Dr. Ahmed Al Khatib,
Sayycd Adnan Abdul Samad, Dr. Nasser
Sorkhoh, Dr. Abdullah Neibari and others, it is
not clear yet how the relations between the
Majlis and the government which includes hard
line deputies such as Dr. Ahmed Al Rub'ei will
be shaped. What is certain though, is that the Al
Sabah ruling family will find its authority greatly
restricted. The si tuation m ay become even more
acute when the opposi tionraiscsthequestionof
debating the Iraqi aggression against Kuwait,
and starts to question the policies of the Al
Sabah family prior to the invasion. There wiU
also be difficult times when the problems of
nationality, women rights, defence treaties with
the West, are tabled for discussions. Although
the deputies are not expected to initiate an
outright attack on the relations with countries
which spearheaded the military action to liber
ate Kuwait, tensions will rise greatly and the
steadfastness of the government will be put to
test.

As the Kuwaiti democraticesperimcntgathers pace, it is difficult to imagine other govern
ments of the Gulf keeping a closed eye on what
goes on in their northernmost neighbour. Of
interest here is the Saudi position vis-a-vis the
Kuwaiti political system. King Fahd had prom
ised to form a “consultative council” lacking the
power of legislation and with members nomi
nated by the King himself. So far nothing is
forthcoming on this level, and the Kuwaiti
Continued On Page 4
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Two Issues Concerned
the Amir In His Most
Recent Interview
The Amir is not known of his eliquence.
(reviews are rare and occur on annual basis at
thc.r peaks. Indeed, all intreviews are a sort of
informal chats that are edited later on and re
produced as questions and answers. One good
thing about these intreviews are their short
sentences with the main themes repeated sev
eral times. The latter helps to reveal what
Ahmed Al Omran (the Amir's Advisor) had
bnefed his highness on what sentences and
terms to memorise. In his latest adventure he
was tntreviwed by the London-based Al-Hayat
newspaper.

Twoissues concerned him. Firstly, “it is not
allowed to offend Saudi Arabia" referring to
Qatar’s offical statements about the border
clashes between the two countries. He added
that “Saudi Arabia is the strategic strength for
the GCC and I cannot sec any justification for
conflict with the kingdom". In this he is merely
trying to smeer the Qataris who are also in
dulged in a disput with Bahrain over Hawar
islands. Secondly, and more interestingly, he
stated that the consultative assembly shall
includesincere and able men". He als noted that
the consultative assembly is the norm for Bah
rain. The proof for this is thathis father, Salman,
appointed aconsultative assembly before, which
incidently was headed by himself. However,
neither the Saudi newspaper's reporter nor the
Amir mentioned anything about the dissolved
National Assembly. The country, under the
leadership of his higness, is definitely moving
backward. This is what the ruler is cofirming. A
moderate state cannot be established alongside
a tribe which monopolises power, wealth and
considers any move towards popular participa
tion an alien practice that must be resisted.
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The Doha-Riyadh Rift Ends Inter-GCC “Harmony”
On 30th September 1992, the Saudi armed
forces attacked a Qatari border post known as Al
Khofous, killing two men and capturing a third,
according to a Qatari account. The Saudis de
nied this, insisting that it was merely a tribal
dispute between local bedwins, and that the
Qataris were the first to open fire. Still Qatar
held an official funeral for their victims and
announced they were withdrawing from the
1965 agreement between the two countries.
According to that agreement, both parties had
agreed to commission an international company
to propose frontier lines.
The dispute escalated in the following weeks.
Qatar denounced a second Saudi attack on 3rd
October in which Al Khofous was occupied by
Saudi forces. Still, the Saudis denied this, scorn
ing the Qataris for what they claimed to be a
rhetorical campaign. Indeed, such an open war
fare between two members of the Gulf Coopera
tion Council (GCC) is ratherunusual. They tend
to fight out in almost complete sinlence. How
ever, border clashes are not unusual. Every
country in the Gulf region is in dispute with one
or more of its neighbours, over an island, a sea
reef, an oasis and so on. But the Saudis have the
lion’s share of border conflicts.

From as early as the 1920s the founder ofthe
Saudi kingdom, Ibn Saud, started a campaign of
annexing lands belonging to his small neigh
bours. In 1931 he forced Ahmad Al Jabir of
Kuwait to sign the "Oqair Agreement”, thereby
taking an area two thirds the size of Kuwait. His
sons still claim more Kuwaiti land and islands,
and the Kuwaiti island of Garoh is reported to be
occupied by the Sauids in the aftermath of the
Gulf war of 1991. In 1953, the Saudis occupied
“Al Buraimi” oasis appointing a surrogate tribal
chief called Torkey bin Otaishan as a governor
of the nine villages and based him at Al Mamsa
village. Out of the nine villages Abu Dhabi
claims six, while Oman claims the other three.
They were only dislodged after British forces
with responsibility for intervened. The issue
was eventually temporarily resolved by agree
ing to lake it to the International Court of Justice
in the Hague. Again, during that incident, the
Saudis claimed it was a tribal dispute.
Saudi Arabia has also a long-running dis
pute with Y cmen over Assir, Nejran and Jeezan,
three provinces occupied by Ibn Saud after
defeating Al Idris who were allies of Imam
Yahya of Yemen. Until now, the issue is not
resolved and the two countries clashed over an
oil-rich area between the frontiers.

Not even the tiny Bahrain is spared the
Saudi territorial ambitions. AbuSa’afa is an off
shore area with small islands dotted between
Bahrain and the mainland Arabian Peninsula.
The Saudis exerted tremendous pressure in the
1930s, 1940s and in 1956, on the British au
thorities, claiming that Abu Sa’afa belongs to
the kingdom. They took half of it in the 1960s
and in 1982, they eventually occupied the area
which is twice the size the existing Bahraini
archipelago.
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Members of the Qatari armed forces carry the body of Corporal Zafar Salem Masoud Al
Ahbabi in a funeral procession 1st October 1992 after he wals killed by Saudi forces.
Back to the latest conflict with Qatar. In
1933, the Saudis proposed what was then called
Fuad line, named after the Saudi deputy foreign
minister at that time, Fuad Hamza. It suggested
pushing up the Saudi frontier towards Abu
Dhabi and Qatar, some 25 sq.km, including
Kaful Jawa, Dawhat Salwa, Darcan and Odaid
Reek.

from its land during the Gulf War. Observers
find this claim both cynical and hard to believe.
Meanwhile, Qatar went on the offenssive (in
words that is). They withdrew their 200 men
who were deployed in Kuwait as part of a GCC
contingent called the Peninsula Shield. They
also threatened to boycott the GCC summit
planned for December in Abu Dhabi.

The British did not agree then. But, by
1965, the Saudis began expanding in the region
and took Jebel Qafs and Odaid, a Qatari moun
tainous in-shore area bordering Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates. An
agreement was then signed with Qatar to hire
an international company to propose a border
line. A few months ago, it was revealed that
Abu Dhabi had given the go-ahead for the old
Fuad line to be considered as the official fron
tier between the two emirates and Saudi Ara
bia. The concession was seemingly made in
return for a Saudi support to Abu Dhabi in its
attempt to regain three islands given to Iran in
1971 in return for Iranian withdrawal of their
claims over Bahrain. The three islands, the
Greater and Lesser Tombs and Abu Musa, have
lately hit the headlines, with the U.A.E claim
ing them back. Qatar is repartedly unhappy
with the Saudi escalation of the dispute with
Iran. However, Doha was more worried about
what they see as a Saudi attempt to cut off the
main route linking Qatar with United Arab
Emirates. Through this route, Qatar gets most
of its foodstuff and other goods, since its
caostline waters are not deep enough to receive
very large containers. Qatar claims that their
large neighbour has constructed sand barriers
along theroute, and imposed custom and excise
duty regime on all traffic to and from Qatar.

The Qataris are furious that while the GCC
is supposed to protect its member from an
external threat, the Saudis are employing it as
a cover for their expansionist policy. They
painfully ask: Who is the enemy?

Saudi Arabia on the other hand claimed
that Qatari soldiers had occupied 14 sq km

Egyption Girls Offer "Their
Services" To Bahrain
“Tourism” is a buzz word meaning differ
ent things to different people. The Al Khalifa
government claims it is apillar for the economic
policy and contributes a large sum of money to
the budget of the country. For the ordinary
people it means a market created and sponsored
by the govemmet to promote prostitution. The
proof of this claim is so obvious for anyone
visiting the country that Bahrain is now nick
named Bangkok of the Gulf. The latter refers to
the policy of filling mansions, hotels and houses
with women from the far east and other coun
tries. Egypt is one of the countries supplying
women for “night services” and kerb-crawling.
Last month the Egyption authorities arrested an
actor who attempted to export 74 women to
providenight services in B ahrain. The Egyptian
authorities were apparently angered by the fact
that the actor had signed a contract with these
women whereby he would receive 10% of their
income from the night services. It is sad that the
Bahraini government continues to stain Bah
rain’s image without fear of accountability.
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Cabinet Reshuffle Expected,
But No Major Changes
According to source close to the govemmet
the Amir (ruler) intends to announce some
* changes in the cabinet affecting non-critical
posts. If so this will be the first such move for
the past 20 years since the cabinet was formed
under the premiership of the Amir’s brother in
1972.

The changes are meant to coincide with a
possible announcement of an appointed con
sultative assembly. Several names have been
mentioned for joining the powerless council.
Among them, Rasool A Jishi and Taki Al
Bah amah, both from wealthy Shia families.
The former is reported to have accepted the
chairmnaship of the council. It is worth noting
that several ex-MPs, University lecturers, law
yers and professionals have publicly denounced
the move and called for the restoration of the
elected parliament dissolved by the ruler in
August 1975 when the MPs opposed the intro
duction of the notorious “State Security Law”.
The law empowers the Interior Minister to
order the administrative detention of any politi
cal suspect for three years without trial. Fur
thermore, political suspects are denied the right
to appeal against the verdicts passed on them by
the “State Security Court”. This court is headed
by a member of the royal family, who is also the
brother of, Deputy of the Director General of
Public Security.

A Balanced Western Policy is Needed
in the aftermath of the second Gulf war
both the United States and the United Kingdom
declared they intended to help create a stable
Middle East. Douglas Hurd, the British Foreign
Minister proposed a plan for bridging the gap
between the rich and poor states in the Arab
world, and above all, proposed joint security
arrangements with Gulf states.

Similarly, James Baker spoke of the impor
tance of settling the Arab-Israeli conflict and
Dick Cheney said the US was looking at strength
ening the GCC.
The United States wastd no time in estab
lishing military treaties with the Gulf rulers as
it believes it is the only source of security in the
Gulf.
The British believe they have more rights
than others to influence the Gulf. Why? because
they have created the current ruling sheikhdoms
and stopped piracy in the Gulf 150 years ago.

Recent border clashes in the Gulf proved tit
is almost impossible to achieve the task of
establishing a secure region while outdated
regimes continue to rule with a tribal mentality.
Moreover, the gap between poor and rich coun
tries is widening with Gulf rulers rejecting the
idea of exchanging Egyptian and Syrian mili
tary expertise and personnel for the petrodol
lars they have.
Gulf security is vital for both the people of
the region and the intematinal community, while
tribal security can only be established at the
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The UN Hidden Charter
Sheikh Mohamed bin Mubarak AL
Khalifa, the Bahraini foreign minister is
very generous. So is the Amir. They are
also novel in their generosity. Any foreign
visitor who had the pleasure of meeting
them will tell you how wonderful their gift
was. It is often so overwhelming that such
a visitor overlooks the despair and agony of
the Bahraini people, caused by Al Khalifa
oppressive policies. Can you imagine some
one who has just received a gold Rolex
watch (and many have), coming back and
complaining that the Amir is mean and
unfair. This practice of shy bribery, has
now been widened, and developed to reach
the highest international authority, the
United Nations.

When Butros Butros Ghali was elected
as Secretary General of the UN, he empha
sised that his two main aims were: slimlining
and reorganizing the UN administrative
apparatus, and, most importantly, spear
heading a UN campaign for human rights
and democratisation. Charity begins at
home. So, why not start with encouraging
political reforms and respect for human
rights in the Arab World? Bahrain, like
most Arab countries, is ruled by an auto
cratic dynasty, and its records in political
oppression and human rights abuses are
among the worst in the world. The ministry
to which a UN representation is made is the
foreign affairs ministry. Sheikh Mohamed
bin Mubarak Al Khalifa was therefore in
the firing line. Especially in the light of a
UN human rights committee ruling last year
to keep Bahrain under the international
limelight to monitor its conduct towards
political opponents.
Aha!! What do you do to prevent a
foreigner pistering you about your internal
oppressive policy? Give him a gift So it
was, the foreign minister took to the UN
headquarter a gift from his highness the
Amir. A palm tree made of apure gold, with
natural pearls dangling as dates. The UN
Secretary General was sopleased, and grate
expense of the former. It is time for revising
the policy of backing totalitarian regimes and
promoting real democracy.

It is widely believed among political ac
tivists in the Gulf that a balanced western
policy towards the Gulf region is requried if
peace and tranquility of the region is to be
preserved. This could only be achieved through
the promotion ofpoli tical reforms and empha
sising the idea of poltical participation.

Whatever changes may take place in the
Gulf no political entity will endanger the flow
of oil especially in light of the fact that oil
revenues have become the cornerstone of the
development of th e region. It is expected that
political reforms will only enhance the inter
nal situation and a better utilisation of oil
revenues.

ful. They held a ceremony, during which the
UN staff showed their gratitude. At the same
time .scores of young Bahrainis are in jail for
speaking out against government injustice. Also,
the country is ruled by fear and intimidation, in
a blunt violation of the UN Charter and the
Internationa Declaration on Human Rights.

However, can you expect a UN official to
stand up to the Bahraini foreign minister and
ask him about his govemmentpolicy and records
on these issues? Not in the shadow of a gold
palm tree that gives pearls instead of dates. In
fact, the gesture is even more skinning and
insulting. Some twenty years ago Bahrain was
endowed with over one million palm trees. The
country used to export dates to its neighbours.
Thanks to government neglect and callous policy,
there is hardly 10 per cent of those trees.
It was reported that during the ceremony
Butros Ghali had told the Bahraini delegation
how pleased he was with B ahrain's records in
respecting the UN charter. May be there is a
hidden charter that we do not know about. It
goes like this. The UN in its endeavour to
promote exchange of gifts between member
states and its headquarter, calls upon all peaceloving undemocrats to cover their bad practices
at home by sending expensive gifts to the UN
Secretary General. The gift must not cost more
than 0.001 per cent of the nation’s G.D.P.
However, the more expensive it is, the more
the United Nations will turn a blind eye on the
said respected government’s mal practices. The
Security Council and other UN bodies must
ensure that this policy is adhered to.Now if you
run a tiny country like Bahrain, and are not
interested in democracy and all that, you can at
least implement such a declaration. Your G.D.P.
is not very high, and half of it is in your family's
bank account. Then 0.001 per cent of the
remaining half can hardly be a burden. Moreo
ver, if you are generous, you must keep up with
your reputation. Every one must be proud of our
government's records towards the UN’s hidden
charter. Everyone, in particular Butros Ghali
and Al Khalifa.

Petitions by Political Prisoners
The political prisoners in Jaw prison wrote
letters to the Amir, the Prime Minister and Inte
rior Minister demanding their immediate release
or re-trial. They explained that the torture they
had been subjected to was unbearable and they
had no option but to sign on false statements
written by security officers. They also spoke of
the way the Public Prosecution officers treated
them before every trial. In each case they threat
ened the prisoners with more torture and mal
treatment if they contradicted the statements
submitted to the court. When the prisoners diso
beyed, they were subjected to all sorts of unbear
able torture and inhumane treatment.

The action of the prisoners comes at a time of
increased presssue on the government to release
unconditionally the political detainees.
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One of Them is a Liar
Prince Kahlid bin Sultan Challenges General Schwarzkopf's Account of the Desert Storm
Khalid bin Sultan have now „L
Khalid bin Sultan have now parted company
and started contradicting each other. Lastmonth
Schwarzkopf published his book “It Does Not
Take A Hero” in which he detailed the Desert
Storm operations which he had led during the
war to liberate Kuwait early last year. It is a
personalised experience by a man who man
aged to lead a 500,000 strong army in a war that
was to become the most dangerous since the
Second World War.

What seems to have angered the Saudi
prince is the fact that the author laid an uncom
promising claim for whatever was achieved in
that war. Prince Khalid was left in the cold. Not
only did the author tty to undermine the posi
tion of his Saudi colleague, but he also dealt
with his relations with King Fahd in a way
which makes the Saudi king in a clear subordi
nateposition. His statements often reflected the
character of a military man obssessed with the
idea of military discipline. To him, King Fahd
was not a king but merely a soldier in his vast
army made of soldiers from a variety of nations.
Prince Khalid bin Sultan, being a member

9,eneraI s re">arks and decided to
coimtcractHeaccusedSchwarzkopfwithwhom
he had shared command of coalition forces in
the Gulf, of attempting to take all the erdit for
the victory over Iraq “while running down just
about everyone else”. He said: “There are so
many inaccuracies and slanted remarks in his
book that I feel I must set the reoerd straight...
One is asked to believe that Schwarzkopf alone
perceived the urgency of the threat from Iraq,
that he alone devised the warplans and orches
trated every phase of the campaign. He minimses
the role of my own com and in achieving terriThe prince says he is upset with General
Schwarzkopfs “claims that it was he who
pointed out to me that Al Khafji was indefensi
ble and that its garrison should be pulled out".
He said “I made an evacuation plan for Al
Khatji s civilians two weeks before General
Schwarzkopf arrived... It took no genius to
recognise that the small community of Al Khafji
well within range of Saddam’s artillery, was a
sitting such that could not be defended.”

he has said that ateut mej XotpreX to*
comment any further as it will ordy^tir un
controversy”
H

Perhaps the American was right, but we arc
left unable to decide who of the two to believe!.

| Political Change in Saudi Arabia?
The recent controversy between the joint
commanders of the Desert Storm enterprise last
year, Prmce Khaled bin Sultan and General
Schwarxkopf have raised questions not about
the authenticity of their versions of events, but
about the internal situation in Saudi Arabia.
Few events that took place recently indicate
a tense situauon in the Kingdom, and point to
the possibility of a political change. Among
these are the following:
6

i-The border disputes between Saudi Ara
bia and its neighbours are ill-timed and could
not be coincidental. It is possible that disen
chanted members of the Saudi Royal family are
taking actions of this kind in order to hasten the
However, General Schwarzkopf who was
process of change in the country. The dispute
with Qatar is nothing but a serious suicidal
attempt by the leading country in theGulf Coop
eration Council. No justification could be found
to explain the Saudi action at a time when
attempts were being made to foster a new
have neither a written constitution, nor a past
alliance against Iran in the light of the Abu
experience with elections and national assem
Musa dispute. The Saudi action could not lead
blies. the government of Bahrain is being faced
excePt to more fragmentation of the stands of
by a serious constitutional challenge which is
the GCC states.
souring witn
relations with
playing well into the hands of the opposition I v
— The
---- wiauuns
There are demands from almost all walksof life
1?u*ai‘cannot help the cause of the GCC in the
in B ahrain for an elected assembly according to
8 J Ot “’e taql mvas,on and the subsequent
" “
~ to re
reorganise
Article 43 of the 1973 Constitution The Emir
%gamse the resources of the Gulf
Furthermore,
is under immense pressure to revoke his decree I countries. Funheim
ore, the relations with
Yemen which are a cause for concern are against
of August 1975 by which the National Assem
wdl being of the region. So, could itbe that
bly was dissovled. Infact, the Constituion calls
behtnd-the-scene hands are in action to cause
for a restoration of the assembly through an
chaos leading to a political change?
election process within two months of its disso
lution Otherwise the old assembly becomes the
■ ■?’ T116 [ecent intensification of opposition
legitimate assembly and can convene at any
inside the Kingdom is an indicaiton that the
tune and any place. The Emir has so far broken
regime's grip on the situation is loosening..
ins side of the commitment and his authority is
Petitions were signed calling for reforms and
thus challenged until he starts acting constitu
notable personalities are under close observationally.
Uon o owing serious opposition in mosques,
.
ucmanos an immeidate re- I
Public places. Moreover, behead_The
opposition demands

A Glimmer of Hope In Dark Skies
Continued From Page 1
model is becoming the more embarrassing to the
Saudis. Traditionally, the Kuwaiti opposition
are anti-Saudi and it is known that previous
assemblies were dissolved after immense Saudi
pressures on the Kuwaiti royal family. This
time, hovwever, the situation may be different
due to the exposure of the region to the outside
world and the ongoing changes in the politics of
the world. Furthermocr, the Saudis themselves
are becoming under increasing pressures to
initiate political reforms and the recent months
have witnessed a marked increase in the peti
tions and speeches calling for the institution of
democratic reforms. So far, the Saudi royal
family is still holding back from taking any
serious step towards constitutionalising thepolitics of the country, but it is difficult to see the
regime able to resist the popular demands. It is
worth noting that no Saudi journalists were
allowed to go to Kuwait to cover the elections in
local press, and the event passed with only a
meagre coverage.
The situation is even more critical in Bah
rain. It is very difficult to see the Al Khalifa
ruling family being able to continue resisting
the call for political reforms being echoed from
all comers of the society. So far, they have
managed to contain the popular demands only
by ulimited degree of violence and human rights
violations. Reports of international organisa
tions testify to this state of affairs. However, this
policy cannot continue forever, especially in
light of the current situation in which the ruling
family is being challenged by the Al Thani of
Qatar on border issues, and the large deficit of
the budget Furthermore, unlike the Saudis who

emergency laws by which the^S
ruled. The Bahraini people must be given the
cahnee to excercise their constitutional rights
m a way similar to the Kuwaiti situation. They
do not accept nominated councils, as is being
promoted by the government. It is an affront to
the values of Bahraini people and infact to
human values to continue denying the people
their rights. The Gulf region may live in peace
and tranquility only under constitutional life.
The Kuwaiti experience is a good exampple to
follow, but the Saudi one is nothing but an
extention of the dictatorial form of government
Our people are not ready to stomach this any
further.
7

concern both internally and externally. The
government is trying to give a religious dimen
sions to these liquidations of opponents but it is
becoming known these actions arc directed
against opponents more than anything else.
3. International reports are accumulating
against the regime and observers believe these
reports are a prelude to a change in the King-

n°r the^efore surprising to see King
Fahd being forced to leave office paving thew
Woneoflus brothers who are queing to assume
fangshipm a country governed by a hereditary
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